
CONSUMER PROTECTION SOLUTIONS 
SB 1492 AND HB 1137 – These consumer protection bills include postive language that will protect Florida’s 
insurance consumers.  Unfortunately, Section 10 of both bills which is intended to protect consumers will result 
in some unintended consequences.  

After Hurricane Michael the Department of Financial Services (DFS) received  multiple complaints about a small 
number of Public Adjusting (PA) firms that allegedly took on more claims than they could service.  These firms 
were unable to timely adjust the large number of claims they signed.  When the insureds requested to rescind 
their contracts due to non-performance, they learned current law only provides a 5 business day right of 
rescission period. Some insureds alleged to DFS that they were treated unfairly when they tried to rescind their 
public adjuster agreement.  The Florida Association of Public Insurance Adjusters (FAPIA) strongly opposes any 
unfair treatment toward Florida’s insurance consumers.   DFS has offered a proposed solution by extending 
the right of recsission period for a public adjuster’s agreement after a declared disaster from five business days 
to 21 calendar days from the date the notice is received by the insurer. FAPIA is concerned that this solution 
may incentivize bad customer service and potentially exacerbate non-typical behavior.  FAPIA looks forward to 
working with the CFO and the Florida Legislature to craft a more effective solution that protects insurance 
consumers and incentivizes improved customer service to policyholders.  

The protracted recsission period is problematic because, an insured may not know within the first 21 days 
whether or not their public adjuster is providing good and valuable services. Unfortunately, in a declared 
disaster, some insurers do not have the adjusting resources to promptly respond to the public adjuster’s initial 
claim notice and/or timely communicate with the public adjuster. This lag time frustrates insureds even though 
the public adjuster may have been diligently adjusting and documenting the insured’s claim. Based on a 21 day 
rescission period and the many hours it typically takes to properly adjust a claim, many public adjusters may not 
start adjusting the claim until after the rescission period has expired, knowing that the insured can rescind the 
public adjuster’s agreement without penalty.  We are not aware of any other regulated professionals that are 
required to perform their services without knowing if they will be compensated for their work. The 
overwhelming majority of Florida public adjuster’s are ethical insurance professionals who are dedicated to the 
protection of Florida’s insurance consumers.    

An alternative solution could create a framework by setting a timeframe in which the public adjuster has to 
complete the adjustment of the loss.  This would allow the insurance consumer the right to cancel the public 
adjuster’s agreement, if the public adjuster has not completed and submitted their adjustment to the insurer 
say within 45 days of the execution of their agreement.  

Futhermore,  the policyholders should be able to cancel the public adjuster agreement based on a declared 
disaster for any reason without penalty within the first seven calendar days of the execution of their agreement.  
This proposed language would provide insurance consumers with the intended protections for public adjusting 
non-performance.   Additionally, this solution aligns the interests of ethical public adjusters and the insureds, 
who both want the adjustment completed ethically and timely.  FAPIA supports the ethical and timely 
adjustment of insurance claims by insurers and public adjusters alike.   

We look forward to working with the CFO and lawmakers to create legislation that will further improve the 
practice of public adjusting for Florida’s insurance consumers. 

 

http://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2020/1492
https://www.myfloridahouse.gov/Sections/Bills/billsdetail.aspx?BillId=69373

